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Abstract: Breast cancer is the most widespread cancer in women with rising incidence, prevalence,
and mortality in developed regions. Most breast cancers (80%) are estrogen receptor–positive, indicat-
ing that disease progression could be controlled by estrogen inhibition in the breast tissue. However,
drug resistance limits the benefits of this approach. Combinatorial treatment could overcome the
resistance and improve the outcome of breast cancer treatment. In the current study, we prepared
letrozole-(LTZSPs) and quercetin-loaded spanlastics (QuSPs) using different edge activators—Tween
80, Brij 35, and Cremophor RH40—with different concentrations. The spanlastics were evaluated
for their average particles size, surface charge, and percent encapsulation efficiency. The optimized
formulations were further examined using transmission electron microscopy, Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy, in vitro drug release and ex vivo skin permeation studies. The prepared
spherical LTZSPs and QuSPs had average particle sizes ranged between 129–310 nm and 240–560 nm,
respectively, with negative surface charge and high LTZ and Qu encapsulation (94.3–97.2% and
97.9–99.6%, respectively). The in vitro release study of LTZ and Qu from the selected formulations
showed a sustained drug release for 24 h with reasonable flux and permeation through the rat skin.
Further, we evaluated the in vitro cytotoxicity, cell cycle analysis, and intracellular reactive oxygen
species (ROS) of the combination therapy of letrozole and quercetin either in soluble form or loaded
in spanlastics against MCF-7 breast cancer cells. The LTZSPs and QuSPs combination was superior
to the individual treatments and the soluble free drugs in terms of in vitro cytotoxicity, cell cycle
analysis, and ROS studies. These results confirm the potential of LTZSPs and QuSPs combination for
transdermal delivery of drugs for enhanced breast cancer management.

Keywords: breast cancer; combination therapy; letrozole; quercetin; spanlastics

1. Introduction

Breast cancer, the most invasive cancer among women globally, is the primary cause
of cancer-related deaths among women worldwide [1]. In case of local stage tumor, the
5-year survival rate is 99%, compared to 86% and 27% at regional stage and metastatic
breast cancer, respectively [2]. Early detection through breast screening (mammogram) and
advanced therapeutic strategies result in better prognosis and improved survival rates [3].
Since most breast cancers (80%) are estrogen receptor–positive (ER+) [4], the growth and
survival of cancerous breast epithelial cells are promoted by estrogen through binding to
ER [5]. Accordingly, the estrogen-dependent progression of most breast cancers could be
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disrupted by drugs interfering with estrogen binding to estrogen receptors (as tamoxifen),
downregulating ER (as fulvestrant) or inhibiting estrogen production using aromatase
inhibitors (as letrozole; LTZ) [6]. In postmenopausal women, tissue estrogen concentrations
are superior to plasma estrogen concentration [5]. Further studies proved that almost 100%
of the biologically active estrogen is produced locally [7]. Therefore, the specific inhibition
of estrogen levels in the breast tissue could be more beneficial for disease management.
Additionally, local estrogen inhibition could overcome the side effects reported from pa-
tients under hormonal therapy, resulting from depletion of the circulating estrogen as hot
flashes [8] and bone deterioration [9]. Therefore, beyond the more patient compliance
achieved with the drug transdermal delivery, it provides high drug concentration at the
site of application and low plasma drug concentration with reduced systemic side effects.
The transdermal patches of different aromatase inhibitors were developed for site-specific
delivery in the breast cancer region to achieve high local drug concentrations [5,10,11].
Aromatase inhibitors are associated with resistance development; therefore, drug combina-
tion strategies may bypass or delay resistance and improve treatment outcome [12]. The
combination of the aromatase inhibitor; LTZ with antiestrogen (fulvestrant) [13], multi-
kinase inhibitor (sorafenib) [14], COX-2 inhibitor (celecoxib) [12], polyphenolic flavonoids
(quercetin, Qu) [15] were previously studied and showed high and synergistic efficacy on
the apoptosis and proliferation inhibition of breast cancer cells.

In the current study, the combination therapy of the aromatase inhibitor (LTZ) and
polyphenolic flavonoids (Qu) will be investigated. LTZ is a nonsteroidal aromatase inhibitor
that can slow down the progress of certain types of breast cancer cells by decreasing the
amount of estrogen produced [16]. Qu is a plant flavonoid of polyphenols, which has shown
beneficial therapeutic effects against different types of cancers as breast [17], lung [18],
nasopharyngeal [19], kidney [20], colorectal [21], prostate [22], pancreatic [23], and ovarian
cancer [24]. Qu acts as a free radical scavenger, inhibits signal transduction, induces cancer
cell apoptosis, and inhibits tumor proliferation and metastasis [17]. Various cytotoxic
mechanisms of action of Qu are crucial in its combination treatment with other drugs. LTZ
and Qu combination was previously shown to inhibit cell development in MCF-7 and
MDA-MB-231 cells and stimulated mitochondrial apoptosis [15], where a clear synergistic
cytotoxic effect was reported in the LTZ and Qu combination in MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231
cell lines. Combinatorial treatment of Qu with estrogen-sensitive chemotherapy, such
as LTZ, augments the effect of these drugs, as the antiapoptotic effect of Qu is more
pronounced in cells with ER+ [25]. Moreover, LTZ and Qu combination increases the Foxo1
protein (which is reported as a tumor suppressor) and gene expression in ER+ cells, which
is important for anti-cancer mechanisms activation [15,26]. Therefore, this combination has
the ability to improve the clinical outcomes of breast cancer treatment.

Generally, the formulation of drugs in nanoparticulate systems results in superior de-
livery or uptake by target cells compared with the free drugs [27]. The use of nanoparticles
for transdermal drug delivery is advantageous over conventional routes because it de-
creases drug loss due to the first pass effect of the liver, and delivers therapeutic drugs at a
controlled amount [28]. Drug formulation in nanoparticulate systems, particularly spanlas-
tics, significantly improves therapeutic efficacy, increases drug bioavailability, and reduces
toxicity of the formulated drug [29]. Spanlastics are surfactant-based elastic deformable
nanovesicles that are formed of a non-ionic surfactant and an edge activator (EA) [30].
Spanlastics are non-immunogenic, biodegradable systems that are compatible with biologi-
cal membrane with minimum toxicity due to presence of non-ionic surfactant [31]. They are
superior to conventional nanoparticles in transdermal drug delivery because of the pres-
ence of EA that confers the penetration enhancing effect to spanlastics that facilitate drug
delivery. Spanlastics squeeze themselves through biological membrane, as skin pores in
case of transdermal delivery, without being disrupted due to elastic deformable nature [32].

Given these proven benefits of spanlastics as transdermal drug delivery systems, we
set about to explore their features to solubilize LTZ/Qu, control their release, and enhance
their anticancer efficacy. To date, no reports are published on using spanlastics for the
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combined delivery of LTZ/Qu. The aim of this study is thus bi-fold; first to study the
effect of encapsulating LTZ and Qu on their anti-cancer potential, and second to examine
the efficacy of their combination, in comparison with individual drugs against MCF-7
cells. We hypothesize that using LTZ and Qu loaded in the same nanoparticulate system
could facilitate the coordinated delivery of drug combinations with different therapeutic
properties. Therefore, we developed and characterized different spanlastic formulations
loaded with each drug (either LTZ or Qu) using different types and ratios of EA. After that,
we evaluated the in vitro release and ex vivo permeation of LTZ/Qu from each selected
LTZ-loaded spanlastics (LTZSPs)/Qu-loaded spanlastics (QuSPs) through rat skin. Then,
to prove our concept, we tested the cytotoxic activity of LTZ, Qu, and their combination,
compared to LTZSPs, QuSPs, and their combination against MCF-7 cell line using MTT
assay. Finally, we studied their effect on MCF-7 cell cycle using flow cytometry and the
intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels using enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Quercetin was kindly gifted by Searle, Augusta, GA, USA. Letrozole was a kind
donation from PHARCO Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Alexandria, Egypt). Span 60 and Brij 35
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Tween 80 and ethanol were
obtained from El-Nasr Pharmaceutical Chemicals Co. (Cairo, Egypt). Cremophor RH40
was purchased from CISME (EMAROL H40TM, Milano, Italy). All other chemicals and
reagents used were of analytical grade.

2.2. Preparation of LTZSPs and QuSPs

Drug-loaded spanlastic dispersions were prepared using ethanol injection method, as
previously reported [30] using different compositions, as shown in Table 1. Briefly, specified
amounts of Span 60 and drug (either LTZ or Qu) were dissolved in 2 mL of absolute ethanol
and kept at 50 ◦C, while EA was dissolved in 10 mL preheated double distilled water
(DDW, 60 ◦C). The ethanolic solution was then slowly injected into the preheated aqueous
solution. After 3 h of stirring to remove alcohol, the dispersion was sonicated for 2 min
and stored overnight at refrigerator (~4 ◦C). The effects of different types of EA (Tween 80,
Brij 35 and Cremophor RH40) and different Span 60: EA ratios (80:20 and 60:40) were
studied. The effect of using different drug amounts was also investigated.

2.3. In Vitro Characterization of LTZSPs and QuSPs
2.3.1. Particle Size, Polydispersity Index and Zeta-Potential Measurements

Malvern Zetasizer Nano series ZS instrument (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK)
was used to determine the average hydrodynamic diameters, size distribution (polydis-
persity indices, PDIs), and zeta-potential values of the formulated LTZSPs and QuSPs
dispersions in DDW at ~1 mg/mL at room temperature.

2.3.2. Estimation of the Encapsulation Efficiencies of LTZSPs and QuSPs

Drug encapsulation efficiency of the prepared spanlastics was calculated by the
indirect method [33]. Briefly, the freshly prepared drug-loaded spanlastics were cen-
trifuged using Amicon® Ultra-15 centrifugal filters (100 kDa NMWL, Merk Millipore,
Darmstadt, Germany) at 6000 rpm for 30 min. Next, the supernatant was collected and
analyzed using Shimadzu UV-Vis spectrophotometer (model UV-1601 PC, Kyoto, Japan)
at λ = 240 nm or λ = 372 nm for LTZ and Qu, respectively. Finally, the drug concentration
was calculated from calibration curves. Encapsulation efficiency was calculated from the
following equation:

Encapsulation efficiency (%) = ((Total drug concentration − drug concentration in supernatant)/Total
drug concentration) × 100

(1)
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Table 1. Compositions of the prepared LTZSPs and QuSPs.

No. Formulation
Code

Drug (mg/mL)
EA

EA
(mg/mL)

Span 60
(mg/mL)

EA/Span
60 RatioLTZ Qu

1 L1 1.0 Tween 80 2.0 8.0 20/80

2 L2 1.0 Brij 35 2.0 8.0 20/80

3 L3 1.0 Cremophor
RH40 2.0 8.0 20/80

4 L4 1.0 Tween 80 4.0 6.0 40/60

5 L5 1.0 Brij 35 4.0 6.0 40/60

6 L6 1.0 Cremophor
RH40 4.0 6.0 40/60

7 L7 1.5 Tween 80 4.0 6.0 40/60

8 L8 1.5 Brij 35 4.0 6.0 40/60

9 L9 1.5 Cremophor
RH40 4.0 6.0 40/60

10 Q1 0.5 Tween 80 2.0 8.0 20/80

11 Q2 0.5 Cremophor
RH40 2.0 8.0 20/80

12 Q3 0.5 Tween 80 4.0 6.0 40/60

13 Q4 0.5 Cremophor
RH40 4.0 6.0 40/60

14 Q5 1.0 Tween 80 2.0 8.0 20/80

15 Q6 1.0 Cremophor
RH40 2.0 8.0 20/80

16 Q7 1.0 Tween 80 4.0 6.0 40/60

17 Q8 1.0 Cremophor
RH40 4.0 6.0 40/60

The total amount of LTZ in the prepared LTZSPs is 10 mg (1 mg/mL) and 15 mg (1.5 mg/mL) while the total
amount of Qu in the prepared QuSPs is 5 mg (0.5 mg/mL) and 10 mg (1 mg/mL). Abbreviations: LTZSPs;
letrozole-loaded spanlastics, QuSPs; quercetin-loaded spanlastics, EA; edge activator.

2.3.3. Evaluation of LTZSPs and QuSPs Morphology

The selected formulations of LTZSPs (L8) and QuSPs (Q5) were imaged using a
JEOL 100 CX II TEM (transmission electron microscope, Tokyo, Japan). A drop of particle
dispersion (~1 mg/mL) was placed on a carbon-coated copper grid, negatively stained
with 1% phosphotungstic acid and allowed to air dry prior to imaging.

2.3.4. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) Studies

FTIR spectra of the dried LTZSPs (L8) and QuSPs (Q5), Tween 80, pure powders of LTZ,
Qu, Span 60, and Brij 35 were recorded using a Nicolet 6700 FT-IR spectrometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) in the wavenumber range of 4000 to 400 cm−1.

2.3.5. In Vitro Release Study of the Selected LTZSPs (L8) and QuSPs (Q5)

The in vitro release of LTZ and Qu from the selected spanlastic formulations was
studied, as previously reported [34,35]. One-half mL of L8 preparation (equivalent to
0.75 mg LTZ) or one mL of Q5 formulation (equivalent to one mg Qu) was placed over
a previously soaked cellulose membrane (Spectra/Por® dialysis membrane with molec-
ular weight cutoff 12,000–14,000) held at the lower end of a glass cylinder. After that,
the glass cylinder was immersed in a beaker, including either hydroalcoholic phosphate
buffer saline (PBS) solution (60 mL, PBS pH 7.4: methanol; 1:1) or PBS pH 7.4 plus 1%
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Tween 80 (50 mL) for LTZSPs and QuSPs, respectively. The temperature was maintained at
37 ± 0.5 ◦C and the stirring rate was set to 50 rpm using a thermostatically controlled
water bath (Gesellschaft für Labortechnik GmbH, Burgwedel, Germany). At predetermined
time points, aliquots of 3 mL sample were withdrawn and replaced with a freshly pre-
pared release medium. Controls containing same concentration of free drug dispersions
were tested, along with the spanlastic dispersions. The drug content of the release sam-
ples was assessed via utilizing a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu Seisakusho, Ltd.,
Kyoto, Japan) at λ = 240 nm or λ = 372 nm for LTZ and Qu, respectively. The cumu-
lative percent drug released was plotted against time. The experiment was performed
in triplicate.

2.4. Ex Vivo Skin Permeation and Deposition Studies of LTZSPs and QuSPs

The animal experiments were authorized by the Ethical Review Board of the Faculty
of Pharmacy, Assiut University, Assiut, Egypt (Ref: S25-21, December 2021). Male Sprague
Dawley rats (6–8 weeks) were acquired from the University Central Animal House Facility.
All animals were fed with access to drinking water that was purified. The rats were retained
at a room temperature of 25 ± 5 ◦C.

Rats were anesthetized with chloral hydrate and shaved gently with electric clippers
and skin samples were excised from their dorsal side. Skin samples were then mounted
at the lower end of a glass cylinder, with the stratum corneum side facing the donor
compartment [36]. The glass cylinder was then submerged in a beaker containing either
hydroalcoholic PBS solution (60 mL, PBS pH 7.4: methanol; 1:1) or PBS pH 7.4 plus 1%
Tween 80 (50 mL) for LTZSPs and QuSPs, respectively. The donor cell was loaded with
either the optimized LTZSPs (L8, one-half mL equivalent to 0.75 mg LTZ) or QuSPs (Q5,
one mL equivalent to one mg Qu), and the diffusion was compared with the controls (same
drug concentration dispersed in DDW). The diffusion cells were agitated at 50 rpm for
24 h at 37 ± 0.5 ◦C. Three mL aliquots were withdrawn at specified time, replaced with
equal volume of the fresh medium, and analyzed as previously mentioned in the in vitro
release study section. The permeation profiles were constructed by plotting the cumu-
lative amount of drug permeated per unit of skin membrane area (Qn, mg/cm2) versus
time (h). Apparent permeability coefficients (Papp values) were estimated according to the
following equation:

Papp = ∆Q/∆t/(C0 × A) (2)

where ∆Q/∆t = linear mass appearance rate of the solute of interest in the receiver com-
partment, C0 = initial solute concentration in the donor compartment, and A = surface area
of the skin membrane (i.e., 4.9 cm2). The steady-state flux (Jss, mg/cm2·h) was calculated
from the slope of the plot using linear regression analysis [37,38].

After 24 h, the skin was withdrawn from the cells and washed with PBS and DDW to
remove the excess drug. The skin was sliced into small pieces and homogenized. The drug
remaining in the homogenized skin (deposited inside the skin) was extracted with methanol
(48 h), sonicated for 30 min, centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 60 min, and the concentration of
either LTZ or Qu in the supernatant was determined spectrophotometrically as described
above [39].

2.5. Cell Culture and Cell Viability Assay

MCF-7 cell line was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC,
Manassas, VA, USA). MCF-7 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM, Invitrogen, Waltham, WA, USA), supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum
(Hyclone, Logan, UT, USA), 10 µg/mL of insulin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (100 U/mL, Gibco, NY, USA), and incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h.

Serial dilutions (10–150 µM) of soluble LTZ, Qu (in DMSO), and combination of the two
(1:1), and LTZSPs, QuSPs, and their combination (1:1) were tested for effects on the viability
of MCF-7 cells. One day before treatment, cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density
of 1.2 × 104 cells/well. Treatments were then added as specified and after two days, media
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was aspirated and replaced with 100 µL fresh media and 10 µL MTT reagent (thiazolyl
blue tetrazolium bromide, catalog no. M5655, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and
plates were incubated at 37 ◦C for 2 h. Absorbance was measured spectrophotometrically
at λ = 570 nm. Cell viability was stated as the absorbance percentage from treated cells,
compared to that from the untreated cells. IC50 values for LTZ, Qu and their combination
and LTZSPs, QuSPs and their combination were calculated using GraphPad Prism software.
Additionally, the LTZSPs and QuSPs combination was evaluated using CompuSyn software
(ComboSyn Inc., Paramus, NJ, USA) and combination index (CI) values were computed,
where CI < 1 indicates synergy.

2.6. Cell Cycle Analysis by Flow Cytometry

Flow cytometry was used for quantitative assessment of apoptosis by dual staining
the cells with annexin-V/propidium iodide (PI). It is based on using annexin-V coupled
with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) to label phosphatidyl serine sites on the membrane
surface of apoptotic cells, as well as PI to flag cellular DNA in necrotic cells when the cell
membrane has been completely degraded.

MCF-7 cells were plated at a density of 1 × 105 cells/well in 6-well plates and incubated
overnight. Then, cells were treated with soluble LTZ, Qu (in DMSO), and combinations of
the two (1:1) and also by LTZSPs, QuSPs, and their combination (1:1) and incubated for
24 h. Treatments were added at 50% of the specified IC50 in the aforementioned cytotoxicity
study. After that, the cells were rinsed, trypsinized, and washed with DMEM medium,
collected in falcon tubes in which respective supernatant was collected and cell pellets were
washed twice using PBS. Then, the cell suspension (100 µL) was transferred to a FACS
tube and mixed with 5 µL annexin V-FITC and 5 µL PI. Tubes were gently vortexed and
incubated for 30 min at room temperature in the dark. Finally, 400 µL of the binding buffer
were added to the FACS tube, and the tubes were run through a FACS machine within 1 h.

Analysis of the different population of cells was done to determine apoptosis by assessing
the annexin V-FITC/PI. Viable cells that were unlabeled, early apoptotic cells bound to annexin-
V FITC only, late apoptotic cells bound to both annexin-V FITC/PI, and necrotic cells bound
to PI only. Moreover, cell percentages were identified in each cell cycle (G0/G1, S, and G2/M).
Analysis was done using the FACSCalibur system (BD, San Jose, CA, USA). The data were
analyzed with Cell Quest software (BD, San Jose, CA, USA).

2.7. Assessment of Intracellular Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) by ELISA

The human breast cancer cell lines MCF-7 were seeded in DMEM supplemented with
10% v/v FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in 96-well plates at a density of 1.2 × 104

(37 ◦C, 5% CO2). The medium was then removed, and standard solutions and the treatments
were added in 0.1 mL/well each (n = 3). The treatments (soluble LTZ, Qu in DMSO and their
combination and LTZSPs, QuSPs and their combination) dispersed in DMEM were added
at specified concentration (50% of the specified IC50 in the aforementioned cytotoxicity
study) and left for 24 h, while control wells were left untreated. An amount of 100 µL of
the detection antibody working solution were added to each well, covered, and incubated
at room temperature for 2 h with shaking at 400 rpm. Then, plates were incubated at
37 ◦C for 90 min. The plate content was then discarded and 0.1 mL of biotin-detection
antibody working solution was added into the standard, the test sample, and the control
wells, and plates were incubated at 37 ◦C for 60 min and then washed 3 times with wash
buffer. Streptavidin-HRP (SABC) working solution was added into each well, and plates
were incubated again at 37 ◦C for 30 min and washed 5 times with wash buffer. An amount
of 90 µL of TMB define substrate was added into each well and incubated at 37 ◦C in dark
within 15–30 min. Finally, 50 µL of stop solution was added into each well and mixed
thoroughly. The optical density absorbance was measured at 450 nm using a microplate
reader immediately after adding the stop solution. The ROS content was determined based
on the absorbance difference between the tested samples and control, and a calibration
curve was drawn with standard solutions.
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2.8. Statistical Analyses

GraphPad Prism software for Windows version 8.3.0 (GraphPad Software Inc.,
San Diego, CA, USA) was used for the statistical analyses. Data were analyzed using
two-tailed unpaired t-test or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey
post-hoc test to compare the effect of different drug concentrations and different types
and ratios of EA on the average particle size, the zeta potential, the drug encapsulation
efficiencies of the prepared spanlastics, and the permeation study data. Moreover, the
results of IC50 and ROS concentrations between the free drugs and their combination, and
the drug-loaded spanlastics and their combination using MCF-7 cell lines were compared.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Preparation and Characterization of Drug-Loaded Spanlastics

LTZSPs and QuSPs were successfully prepared by ethanol injection method using
different types of EAs: Tween 80 (HLB:15), Brij 35 (HLB:16.9), and Cremophor RH40
(HLB:14–16). The effect of varying the concentrations of edge activator and drugs on
the spanlastics particle size, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta potential, and encapsulation
efficiencies percent (EE%) were evaluated (Table 2).

Table 2. Characterization of the prepared LTZSPs and QuSPs.

Formulations * Average Particle
Size (nm) ± SD PDI ± SD Zeta Potential

(mV) ± SD EE% ± SD

L1 242.1 ± 8.2 0.5 ± 0.06 −19.9 ± 0.6 95.8 ± 0.5

L2 240.3 ± 10.1 0.5 ± 0.03 −25.4 ± 1.6 94.3 ± 0.5

L3 310.3 ± 8.4 0.4 ± 0.02 −9.9 ± 1.7 95.4 ± 0.8

L4 192.0 ± 3.5 0.4 ± 0.04 −43.8 ± 0.7 96.8 ± 1.2

L5 129.0 ± 2.6 0.4 ± 0.01 −39.6 ± 1.8 95.3 ± 0.5

L6 257.0 ± 1.7 0.4 ± 0.02 −21.6 ± 0.4 94.5 ± 0.6

L7 188.5 ± 3.7 0.4 ± 0.01 −28.8 ± 0.6 97.2 ± 0.8

L8 164.9 ± 4.8 0.4 ± 0.01 −35.5 ± 2.1 96.3 ± 0.3

L9 289.7 ± 3.9 0.4 ± 0.04 −7.8 ± 1.3 97.1 ± 0.5

Q1 367.2 ± 40.1 0.5 ± 0.06 −26.5 ± 1.4 99.4 ± 0.1

Q2 406.4 ± 51.7 0.6 ± 0.08 −19.2 ± 0.5 99.6 ± 0.1

Q3 240.0 ± 79.6 0.6 ± 0.11 −22.5 ± 0.6 97.9 ± 0.2

Q4 560.3 ± 76.0 0.5 ± 0.06 −17.6 ± 1.6 99.5 ± 0.2

Q5 450.1 ± 45.4 0.2 ± 0.06 −33.23 ± 2.0 99.1 ± 0.1

Q6 480.6 ± 3.9 0.4 ± 0.04 −23.6 ± 1.4 99.5 ± 0.1

Q7 434.9 ± 91.3 0.6 ± 0.05 −23.2 ± 0.2 99.0 ± 0.2

Q8 498.4 ± 30.0 0.7 ± 0.01 −18.6 ± 1.6 99.4 ± 0.2
* Average particle size as measured by dynamic light scattering. Abbreviations: LTZSPs; letrozole loaded
spanlastics, QuSPs; quercetin loaded spanlastics, PDI; polydispersity index, EE%; Encapsulation efficiency
percentage. All data are presented as the mean ± SD (n = 3).

3.1.1. Particle Size of the Prepared LTZSPs and QuSPs

As shown in Table 2, the particle size of the prepared LTZSPs (L1-L9) ranged between
129 ± 2.6 nm and 310 ± 8.4 nm. As clearly noticed, using different types of the EA in
the formulations significantly (p < 0.001) affected the size of the produced particles due
to the difference in alkyl chain length and HLB values of EAs. Formulations L2, L5, and
L8 containing Brij 35 exhibited the smallest particle size compared to those containing
Tween 80 (formulations L1, L4, and L7) and Cremophor RH40 (formulations L3, L6, and L9).
Brij 35 has the shortest alkyl chain length (C = 12) and the least bulky structure compared to
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Cremophor RH40 (bulky branched structure) [40] and Tween 80 (C = 18) [41]. In addition,
the average particle size of LTZSPs was significantly decreased (p < 0.001) when increasing
the amount of EA (Tween 80, Brij 35 and Cremophor RH40) from 20% (L1–L3) to 40%
(L4–L6). Increasing the amount of EAs in the formulation caused a reduction in the inter-
facial tension that facilitated particle partition and formation of smaller nanovesicles [30].
Our results are in concordance with previously reported data [40]. It is noteworthy that
the increase in EA concentration was on the expenses of Span 60 concentration, which
is another factor that was shown previously to decrease the vesicles particle size [42].
Increasing the amount of LTZ used in the spanlastics preparation from 10 mg (L4–L6)
to 15 mg (L7–L9) increased the size of the particles significantly (p < 0.001) due to the
increased concentration of the drug loaded in the formulation that will expand the size
of the vesicles [43], except in the case of Tween 80, where increasing amount of drug did
not show significant differences. The particle size of the prepared QuSPs (Q1–Q8) ranged
between 240 ± 80 nm and 560.3 ± 76 nm. Spanlastic formulations that were prepared using
Tween 80 (Q1, Q3, Q5, and Q7) exhibited smaller particle size (statistically insignificance
p > 0.05), compared to those prepared using Cremophor RH40 (Q2, Q4, Q6, and Q8). This
could be due to the bulky branched structure of Cremophor RH40 molecules that could
lead to the production of larger particle size of the spanlastic formulations [44]. In addi-
tion, the increase in the amount of Tween 80 from 20 mg (Q1 and Q5) to 40 mg (Q3 and
Q7) produced spanlastics with smaller sizes (statistically insignificance p > 0.05), which
could be attributed to the interfacial tension reduction observed with higher amounts of
Tween 80, as mentioned earlier. On the contrary, increasing the amount of Cremophor RH40
from 20 mg (Q2 and Q6) to 40 mg (Q4 and Q8) increased (statistically insignificance p > 0.05)
the size of the prepared spanlastics, which could be attributed to its bulky structure. The
particle size of the prepared QuSPs was increased insignificantly (p > 0.05) when increasing
the loaded amount of Qu from 5 mg (Q1–Q4) to 10 mg (Q5–Q8). The prepared spanlastic
formulations showed PDI values ranging from 0.2 ± 0.06 to 0.7 ± 0.01, indicating that they
were relatively heterogeneous [40,45].

3.1.2. Encapsulation Efficiencies Percent (EE%) of the Prepared LTZSPs and QuSPs

As shown in Table 2, spanlastic formulations exhibited high EE% in the range of
94.3 ± 0.5% to 97.2 ± 0.8% for LTZSPs and 97.9 ± 0.2% to 99.6 ± 0.1% for QuSPs formu-
lations, respectively. The type and amount of EA affected the EE% of the formulations.
Formulations containing Tween 80 (L1, L4 and L7) provided an insignificantly higher
(p > 0.05) drug encapsulation efficiency, compared to those containing Brij 35 (L2, L5, and L8)
or Cremophor RH40 (L3, L6, and L9). This could be attributed to the relatively lower HLB
value of Tween 80 (15), compared to the other studied EAs, in addition to its longer carbon
chain length (C18) [32,46]. Changing the amount of EA showed no significant differences
(p > 0.05) in the drug EE% of the spanlastics. Likewise, increasing the LTZ amount from
10 mg (L4 and L5) to 15 mg (L7 and L8) led to an insignificant increase (p > 0.05) in their
EE%. In contrast, the drug EE% of formulations containing Cremophor RH40 (L9) increased
significantly (p < 0.05) with increasing the LTZ amount.

For QuSPs formulations containing different amounts of Tween 80 and Cremophor
RH40, increasing the EA concentration showed an insignificant increase in drug EE%
(p > 0.05). Regarding the amount of Qu, the EE% increased significantly (p < 0.05) with
increasing the amount of drug from 5 mg to 10 mg in case of the formulation contain-
ing Tween 80 (Q5 and Q7), while there was no significant difference (p > 0.05) between
formulations containing Cremophor RH40 (Q6 and Q8).

3.1.3. Zeta Potential of the Prepared LTZSPs and QuSPs

All the prepared spanlastic formulations showed negative zeta potential values
(Table 2). The high charge on the vesicle surface causes repulsion between them, al-
lowing them to be stable without agglomeration and provides a uniformly distributed
suspension [30,47]. The type of EA in LTZSPs had a great influence on the zeta potential
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of the vesicles. Thus, zeta potential ranged from −19.9 ± 0.6 mV to −43.8 ± 0.7 mV in
case of Tween 80, from −25.4 ± 1.6 mV to −39.6 ± 1.8 mV in case of Brij 35, and from
−7.8 ± 1.3 mV to −21.6 ± 0.4 mV in case of Cremophor RH40. The differences in zeta po-
tential between these three EAs were statistically significant (p < 0.05), due to their different
HLB values. In addition, the increase in EA concentration resulted in a significant increase
in zeta potential for the three studied EAs (p < 0.001, p < 0.001 and p < 0.005 for Tween
80, Brij 35 and Cremophor RH40, respectively). This could be attributed to the decreased
size of the spanlastics when increasing the amount of EA, resulting in slower migration
velocity of the charged particles and higher zeta potential value [48]. In contrast, increasing
the amount of LTZ in the formulated spanlastics decreased their zeta potential values
(p < 0.001, p = 0.064 and p = 0.001 for Tween 80, Brij 35, and Cremophor RH40, respectively).
This could be attributed to the basic drug nature that might reduce the value of the negative
zeta potential when increasing its amount in the formulation. Zeta potential values of
QuSPs ranged from −17.6 ± 1.6 mV to −33.2 ± 2.0 mV. The formulations containing Tween
80 had significantly higher (p < 0.05) zeta potential values, compared to those containing
Cremophor RH40. This could be attributed to the different HLB value of the used EA;
the zeta potential of spanlastics increases with lower HLB value (in case of Tween 80),
as more -OH ion adsorption occurs at the interface of the hydration medium [49]. The
zeta potential values were significantly decreased (p < 0.05) with increasing the amount
of EA (from 20 mg to 40 mg), which could be due to the formation of more hydrogen
bonding with water molecules, due to the presence of (CH2-CH2-O)n group in their struc-
ture [49]. The opposite effect was observed with increasing the amount of Qu from 5 mg to
10 mg that increased the zeta potential values, which might be due to the acidic nature of
the drug.

Based on the aforementioned data, LTZSPs (L8) and QuSPs (Q5) were selected for
further investigations. These formulations showed high zeta potential values that im-
part good stability (−35.5 for L8 and −33.23 for Q5) with homogenous size distribution
(PDI = 0.4 for L8 and PDI = 0.2 for Q5), high EE% (96.3% for L8 and 99.1% for Q5), and
reasonable average particle size (164.9 nm for L8 and 450.1 nm for Q5). These parameters
could increase the potential of these spanlastics as transdermal drug delivery systems.

3.1.4. TEM Measurements

Representative TEM photomicrographs of the selected LTZSPs (L8) and QuSPs (Q5)
show homogenous, non-aggregating, and spherically shaped nanoparticles with sharp
boundaries (Figures 1A and 1B, respectively). The spherical shape of the drug-loaded
spanlastics could be attributed to the amphiphilic nature of the non-ionic surfactants
used in spanlastic preparation, which form a closed bilayer vesicles in water and reduce
their surface-free energy [50]. The size of LTZSPs (~100 nm) and QuSPs (~250 nm) ob-
tained from TEM measurements is smaller than that obtained from DLS measurements
(164.9 nm and 450.1 nm, respectively), which could be attributed to the different measure-
ment conditions [51,52]. DLS gives the average particle size of hydrated particles, while
TEM measures the size of dried ones, resulting in a smaller particle size for the latter.

3.1.5. Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy Studies

The selected LTZSPs and QuSPs formulations and their individual components were
analyzed using FTIR spectroscopy and the spectra are shown in Figures 2A and 2B, re-
spectively. The FTIR spectrum of LTZ displays its characteristic absorption bands at
2229 cm−1 for C≡N stretching, 1263 cm−1 for C–N stretching, and 690–900 cm−1 for out of
plane C–H bending [53]. The FTIR spectrum of Qu shows stretching of the -OH groups at
3406 and 3283 cm−1, bending of phenolic -OH at 1379 cm−1, C=O aryl ketonic stretching
absorption at 1666 cm−1, and C=C aromatic ring stretching bands at 1666, 1610, 1560, and
1510 cm−1. Moreover, the spectrum displays absorption bands due to in-plane bending
at 1317 cm−1 and out-of-plane bending at 933, 820, 679, and 600 cm−1 of the C–H in the
aromatic hydrocarbon. The C–O stretching in the aryl ether ring, the C–O stretching in
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phenol, and the C–CO–C stretch and bending in ketone display bands at 1263, 1200, and
1165 cm−1, respectively [54].
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Figure 1. Representative transmission electron microscope images of the selected formulations
(A) LTZSPs (formulation L8) and (B) QuSPs (formulation Q5).

The spectrum of Span 60 shows characteristic bands, such as aliphatic O-H stretching at
3410 cm−1, asymmetric and symmetric aliphatic C–H stretching at 2916 and 2849 cm−1, respec-
tively, and C=O stretching of the ester at 1745 cm−1 [55]. Tween 80 spectrum shows bands
at 2907 and 2855 cm−1 related to the asymmetric and symmetric vibration of methylene
(-CH2), respectively. The band at 1735 cm−1 is caused by the ester group’s C=O stretching.
The O-H stretching vibration is responsible for the strong band around 3436 cm−1 [30].
The FTIR spectrum of Brij 35 shows its characteristic bands at 2882 cm−1, 1965 cm−1, and
1101 cm−1 for -C=CH3 stretching, carbonyl band, and C-O stretching, respectively [56].
The FTIR spectrum of blank spanlastic formulations shows the characteristic bands of both
Span 60 and Brij 35 in the case of LTZSPs and the characteristic bands of Span 60 and Tween
80 in case of QuSPs. However, the bands show lower intensity compared with the same
bands of the individual components. The lipid bilayer formulation is responsible for the
lower intensity of the bands in the blank spanlastic formulations [57]. Furthermore, the
characteristic bands of either LTZ or Qu and different formulation excipients that were
used in the optimized spanlastic formulations are shown in the FTIR spectrum, indicating
that there were no interactions between the drug and the different excipients. The observed
slight shifting and decreased intensity of the bands may be attributed to hydrogen bond
formation, Van der Wall forces, or dipole interactions between either LTZ or Qu and other
excipients, improving both drug encapsulation and nano-vesicle stability [58,59].
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Figure 2. FTIR spectra of (A) letrozole (LTZ), Span 60, Brij 35, blank spanlastics (Blank SPs), and
letrozole loaded spanlastics (LTZSPs, formulation L8). (B) Quercetin (Qu), Span 60, Tween 80, blank
spanlastics (Blank SPs), and quercetin-loaded spanlastics (QuSPs, formulation Q5).

3.2. In Vitro Drug Release Study

The in vitro release profiles of LTZSPs and QuSPs are depicted in Figures 3A and 3B,
respectively. The individual dispersions of free LTZ or free Qu were used as controls to
confirm the release of the drug through the dialysis membrane and to investigate the effect of
drug encapsulation into spanlastics on its release profiles. LTZ aqueous suspension exhibited
cumulative percent drug release of 98.8 ± 3.7% (0.74 ± 0.03 mg) after 4 h. LTZ release was
fast from the aqueous suspension as it was only governed by the dissolution rate of the drug.
In contrast, LTZ loaded into spanlastic preparations showed a more controlled drug release
(cumulative drug release of 75.0 ± 1.4% (0.56 ± 0.01 mg) after 4 h). At the end of 24 h, the
corresponding percent drug released was 99.9 ± 1.2% (0.75 ± 0.01 mg). The release of drug
from spanlastic formulations was influenced by the attractive forces within the phospholipids
bilayer that resulted in a more delayed drug release [51].
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Figure 3. Cumulative in vitro release profiles of (A) The optimized LTZSPs compared to free LTZ
dispersion in hydroalcoholic PBS solution pH 7.4 at 37 ◦C. (B) The optimized QuSPs compared to
free Qu dispersion in PBS pH 7.4 plus 1% Tween 80 at 37 ◦C. Data are expressed as mean ± SD
(n = 3). Abbreviations: LTZ; letrozole, Qu; quercetin, LTZSPs; letrozole-loaded spanlastics, QuSPs;
quercetin-loaded spanlastics.

Qu dispersion showed a maximum drug release of 61.5 ± 6.3% (0.62 ± 0.06 mg) after
72 h. Regarding Qu release from spanlastics, a slow drug release pattern was observed with
an initial percent drug release of 10.9 ± 1.1% (0.11 ± 0.02 mg) after 8 h, followed by a more
controlled sustained release of 27.7 ± 1.2% (0.28 ± 0.01 mg) after 72 h. The entire amount
of loaded drug was not released from the vesicles. This might be due to entrapment of the
drug in the lipophilic region of the vesicles [60]. The slower release of both LTZ and Qu
from spanlastics compared with the free drugs could be attributed to the high transition
temperature and the long-chain length of the non-ionic surfactant Span 60, which leads to
formation of a more rigid, less permeable bilayer [34]. These results were consistent with
previous studies, which indicated that spanlastics had sustained release profiles compared
to free drug dispersion [36,61].

3.3. Ex Vivo Permeation Study

Freshly excised rat skin was used as an in vitro model for comparing transdermal
permeation properties of LTZSPs and QuSPs versus free LTZ and Qu dispersions to give
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an insight into the skin permeability properties of the optimized spanlastic formulations.
In comparison to the free drug dispersion, the quantitative mass transfer of LTZ across skin
was lower when administered in form of LTZSPs (Figure 4A and Table 3). The LTZ cumula-
tive percent permeated as free drug dispersion was 99.8 ± 1.5% (0.153 ± 0.017 mg/cm2)
after 6 h, compared to 41.8 ± 7.9% (0.064 ± 0.013 mg/cm2) for the LTZSPs formulation at
the same time. The maximum percent of drug permeated after 24 h from optimized LTZSPs
was 88.4 ± 10.9% (0.135 ± 0.012 mg/cm2). LTZSPs exhibited a sustained permeation of the
drug over the LTZ dispersion. This could be explained by the entrapment of LTZ within
the vesicular structure of spanlastics leading to slow flux and permeability for 24 h. On the
contrary, free LTZ from the LTZ dispersion could permeate freely through the skin [62,63].
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Figure 4. Ex vivo permeation profile of (A) The optimized LTZSPs (formulation L8), compared to free
LTZ dispersion in hydroalcoholic PBS solution pH 7.4 at 37 ◦C. (B) The optimized QuSPs (formulation
Q5), compared to free Qu dispersion in PBS pH 7.4 plus 1% Tween 80 at 37 ◦C. Data are presented as
mean ± SD, n = 3. Abbreviations: LTZ; letrozole, Qu; quercetin, LTZSPs; letrozole-loaded spanlastics,
QuSPs; quercetin-loaded spanlastics.
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Table 3. Permeation parameters of LTZSPs and QuSPs versus LTZ and Qu dispersions across rat skin.

Formulation Papp (×10−6) ± SD (×10−6) cm/s Jss (mg cm−2 h−1)

LTZSPs 2.25 ± 1.08 0.006 ± 0.003

LTZ dispersion 7.95 ± 1.67 ** 0.021 ± 0.005 **

QuSPs 1.45 ± 0.28 ** 0.005 ± 0.001 **

Qu dispersion 0.39 ± 0.02 0.0014 ± 0.00007
Each value represents mean ± SD (n = 3). Abbreviations: Papp, apparent permeability coefficient; Jss, steady state
flux. ** LTZ dispersion significantly different compared with LTZSPs and QuSPs significantly different compared
with Qu dispersion (p < 0.01).

Qu permeability (mg/cm2) from spanlastics formulation Q5 in comparison with
drug dispersion is shown in Figure 4B. The optimized QuSPs had a significant increase
(p < 0.01) in cumulative percent drug permeated when compared to free drug dispersion
with 27.9 ± 0.6% (0.057 ± 0.001 mg/cm2) drug permeation after 8 h, compared to only
7.5 ± 0.9% (0.015 ± 0.007 mg/cm2) from the free drug dispersion after the same time.
The maximum percent of drug permeated after 24 h from the optimized QuSPs was ap-
proximately 2.7-fold higher than that from free Qu dispersion. The apparent permeability
coefficient (Papp) value for QuSPs was about 3.8-fold higher than that from the free drug
suspension. The in vitro permeation parameters also revealed that QuSPs showed signif-
icantly higher (p < 0.05) transdermal flux (Jss) compared to Qu dispersion (Table 3). The
enhanced Qu permeability from the vesicles could be attributed to multiple factors, includ-
ing the nanosized vesicle diameter and the presence of surfactants. Nonionic surfactants
within SPs formulation could impart elasticity and deformability to the vesicles, which
enhances their ability to squeeze themselves through the intercellular space and augment
drug permeability [30,38,61,64]. As shown in Supplementary Materials Figure S1, high
proportions of LTZ/Qu were permeated from LTZSPs/QuSPs through rat skin after 24 h
incubation (88.4 ± 11% and 46.2 ± 0.11%, respectively), which could be sufficient for their
therapeutic effect.

It is noteworthy that the skin permeability profiles were different for LTZSPs and
QuSPs where the former had much slower drug permeation. The reason behind this is
not clear but might be related to the different physicochemical properties of the two drugs.
Based on the aforementioned experimental findings, the combined application of LTZSPs
and QuSPs as transdermal delivery systems could have significant potential in alleviating
breast cancer development and progression.

3.4. Cell Viability Assay of LTZSPs, QuSPs, and Their Combinatorial Treatment

The cytotoxic activity of the selected LTZSPs and QuSPs against MCF-7 breast cancer
cells was investigated in vitro to evaluate the impact of the nanospanlastic delivery systems
on enhancing the cytotoxicity of soluble LTZ and Qu using MTT assay. The results showed
enhanced cytotoxic activity and marked a statistically significant drop in the IC50 after
incorporation into spanlastics, compared to the free soluble LTZ and Qu (Figure 5A,B). The
IC50 values of the soluble LTZ, Qu, and their combination were decreased significantly
(p < 0.001) after being formulated; from 38.8 ± 2.0, 25.9 ± 1.4, and 20.3 ± 1.0 µM to
3.9 ± 0.2, 8.8 ± 0.5, and 3.2 ± 0.2 µM, respectively. The enhanced cytotoxic effect of the
drugs encapsulated into spanlastics could be due to either the added cytotoxic effect of
blank (drug-free) spanlastics or the drug-loaded spanlastics. To exclude the effect of blank
spanlastics, we measured their IC50 and found it to be 192 ± 10 µM, 108 ± 6 µM, and
215 ± 11 µM for letrozole-free spanlastics, quercetin-free spanlastics and their combination,
respectively. This is compared to 3.9 ± 0.2 µM for LTZSPs, 8.8 ± 0.5 µM for QuSPs,
and 3.2 ± 0.2 µM for their combination. Looking into this difference in IC50, it could be
concluded that the enhanced IC50 of the drug-loaded spanlastics is due to nanoparticle
cellular uptake. This assumption is supported by other reported findings where the better
cytotoxic performance of the drug-loaded spanlastics was attributed to the protective role
of the nanocarrier with their higher permeability through the cell membrane due to its
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elasticity and the presence of edge activators [51,64,65]. Previous studies have reported that
Span-60 containing nano-formulations showed enhanced cellular uptake with improved
cytotoxic activity against MCF-7 breast cancer cell line [66,67]. Mehanna, et al. [68] also
reported that the enhanced anticancer effect of thymoquinone-loaded nanoparticles is due
to the high capacity of nanoparticle to be internalized and localized inside the cellular
target of MCF-7 breast cancer cells.
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Figure 5. Cytotoxicity assessment using MTT assay against MCF-7 cell line. (A) Dose–response
curves of MCF-7 cells to treatment with LTZ, Qu, and their combination and also LTZSPs, QuSPs, and
their combination using indicated concentration range using an MTT assay after 48 h of treatment.
(B) The mean IC50 of LTZ, Qu, and their combination and also LTZ-Qu, LTZSPs, and their combination
against MCF-7 cells. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 3). *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.
Abbreviations: LTZ; letrozole, Qu; quercetin, LTZSPs; letrozole-loaded spanlastics, QuSPs; quercetin-
loaded spanlastics, ns; not significant.

Combination strategy is important to overcome the predisposed resistance to the
aromatase inhibitor, LTZ. The cytotoxic activity of the combination treatment of the sol-
uble LTZ and Qu or LTZSPs and QuSPs against MCF-7 breast cancer cells was inves-
tigated and compared to the single treatment of each. A more pronounced cytotoxic
activity was achieved by the combinatorial treatment of soluble Qu and LTZ or QuSPs and
LTZSPs at the studied concentration range (Figure 5A). Additionally, a significant 2-fold
(p < 0.001) and 1.3-fold (p < 0.05) decrease in the IC50 of soluble LTZ and Qu combination
was obtained compared to the IC50 of their corresponding individual drugs; LTZ and Qu,
respectively (Figure 5B). Furthermore, the LTZSPs and QuSPs combination was assessed us-
ing CompuSyn software for their synergism, the resulting combination index (CI) showed
a synergistic pattern (CI < 1) at high drug doses (with high effect level) (Figure S2), which
is more relevant to the anticancer therapy than the small drug doses [1].

3.5. Cell Cycle Analysis by Flow Cytometry

Flow cytometry and annexin V/PI staining were applied to determine whether the
cytotoxic effect of LTZ, Qu or their combination and LTZSPs, QuSPs or their combination
on MCF-7 cell growth is due to the induction of apoptosis or not. The concentrations of the
treatment in this study were selected according to our previous cytotoxicity results and
below their obtained individual IC50. The treatment of MCF-7 cells with LTZ, Qu, or their
combination resulted in an enhanced apoptosis and necrosis compared to untreated cells
(Figure 6A). The percentage of necrotic and apoptotic cell population was increased from
1.96% for the control MCF-7 cells to 32.81% for soluble LTZ and Qu combination. Moreover,
the use of this combination in the form of spanlastics increased the percentage of apoptotic
and necrotic cells to 43.18%. As shown in Figures 6B and S3, Qu and QuSPs arrested MCF-7
cells at G0/G1 phase (64.28% and 66.41%, respectively) compared to control cells, while
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LTZ and LTZSPs arrested the cell growth at G0/G1 phase (62.47% and 63.57%, respectively)
and S phase (29.26% and 31.72%, respectively). However, the combination of LTZSPs and
QuSPs had a more pronounced increase in the S phase apoptosis (43.55%), compared with
that of the soluble Qu and LTZ combination (34.81%), indicating higher growth arrest at
this stage.
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Figure 6. Cell cycle studies of MCF-7 cells treated with soluble LTZ, Qu, and their combination
and also LTZSPs, QuSPs, and their combination using indicated concentrations. (A) Percentage
of apoptotic cells. (B) Representative histograms indicating percentage of MCF-7 cells in each cell
cycle. Abbreviations: LTZ; letrozole, Qu; quercetin, LTZSPs; letrozole-loaded spanlastics, QuSPs;
quercetin-loaded spanlastics.

Qu is a flavonoid antioxidant that promotes apoptosis, which is the ultimate objective
in cancer treatment [69], and previous research reported its effect on the reduction in MCF-7
cells viability [70]. Our results showed enhanced percentage of necrosis in MCF-7 cells after
treatment using Qu either alone or combined with LTZ, which is similar to the previously
reported results [71]. Flow cytometry results showed that Qu arrested the MCF-7 cell
growth at G1 check point while LTZ arrested cell growth at G1 and S phase, which is
consistent with previous reports [25,72].

Previously, the combination of Qu and LTZ with lower doses was highly effective
on cell apoptosis through the induction of mitochondrial apoptosis [15]. Our results
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showed that the effect of Qu and LTZ combinatorial treatment with lower concentrations
induced higher necrosis and apoptosis than each single drug. Moreover, an increase in the
MCF-7 cell necrosis and apoptosis was obtained after cell treatment using the drug-loaded
spanlastics, compared to their free counterpart. The observed enhanced cell cytotoxicity,
cell necrosis, and apoptosis are probably attributed to the improved drug permeability and
cell membrane diffusion that enhanced the drug accumulation inside the cells. This is due
to the presence of edge activators in spanlastic formulations, which enhances the elasticity
and deformability of vesicles [51].

3.6. Assessment of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS)

ROS act as vital intracellular secondary messengers for numerous cytokines and
growth factors in cancer cells, thereby they have a strong pro-survival effect when present
in controlled levels. However, elevated ROS levels can trigger cellular damage and even
cell death [73]. ROS levels using ELISA assay against MCF-7 cell line are shown in Figure 7.
Both LTZ and Qu either free or loaded in spanlastics significantly (p < 0.001) increased
ROS levels in the MCF-7 cells compared to control. The combination of LTZSPs and QuSPs
showed 1.4-fold enhanced ROS levels compared with the soluble LTZ–Qu combination.
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Figure 7. ROS levels using ELISA assay against MCF-7 cell line. MCF-7 cells were treated with
selected concentrations of LTZ and Qu and their combination and also LTZ–Qu, LTZSPs, QuSPs
and their combination and measured using an ELISA after 24 h of treatment. All samples show
significance difference compared to control. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 3). *** p < 0.001,
* p < 0.05. Abbreviations: LTZ; letrozole, Qu; quercetin, LTZSPs; letrozole-loaded spanlastics, QuSPs;
quercetin-loaded spanlastics.

The enhanced ROS levels in MCF-7 cancer cells produced by either LTZ or LTZSPs
could be attributed to the decrease in estrogen levels in the cells, which is believed to have
an antioxidant effect [74,75]. Additionally, the treatment of cancer cells with Qu produces
quercetin–semiquinones and quercetin–quinones, that have pro-oxidant properties inside
the cells that are responsible for their anticancer activity [76]. These compounds are
extremely reactive to thiols and react with reduced glutathione (GSH), causing its depletion.
Cell death by apoptosis results from the disturbance of GSH antioxidant defense in cells
with persistent ROS overload, such as malignant cells [73]. The combination of LTZ and Qu
offers two distinct mechanisms to generate high ROS levels inside cancer cells, which might
reduce the needed dose, reduce the adverse effects, and improve the patient compliance.
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4. Conclusions

LTZ and Qu were successfully loaded into spanlastics having high drug encapsulation
efficiency, relatively small size, and negative zeta potential. The results of the in vitro cell
cytotoxicity study highlight the potential of combinatorial treatment of LTZ and Qu in
the improvement of breast cancer treatment outcomes. Moreover, loading these drugs
into spanlastics substantially enhanced the drugs’ cytotoxic effects at much lower doses,
compared to their soluble free drug counterparts. Therefore, the transdermal delivery of
LTZSPs and QuSPs could be a promising site-specific delivery approach to enhance their
cytotoxic effects and reduce the harmful adverse effects.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pharmaceutics14081727/s1. Figure S1: Proportions of the permeated
amount of (A) LTZ from LTZSPs and LTZ-dispersion (B) Qu from QuSPs and Qu-dispersion through rat
skin after 24-h incubation. Skin: stratum corneum, epidermis and dermis, while transdermal: receptor
chamber. Abbreviations: LTZ; letrozole, Qu; Quercetin, LTZSPs; letrozole loaded spanlastics, QuSPs;
Quercetin loaded spanlastics. Figure S2: Combination index versus fraction affected plot for LTZSPs
and QuSPs combination. Abbreviations: Fa; fraction affected, LTZSPs; letrozole-loaded spanlastics,
QuSPs; quercetin-loaded spanlastics. Figure S3: Cell cycle profile of MCF-7 cells treated with soluble
LTZ, Qu, and their combination, LTZSPs, QuSPs and their combination.
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